A WOLF in the NORTH WOODS
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Animals you will meet in the North Woods:

- wolf (wolves)
- bear
- deer
- eagle
- moose
- wild cat
- rabbit
CHAPTER 1

Pups in a Den

Will and Beth are two small newborn wolf pups.
They live in a warm den with their mother and father. The den is a small cave for the pups to stay safe and warm as they grow.
Their mother will keep them safe and warm in the den, until they are ready to go out and explore safely.
Will and Beth are so young that they have not left the den yet.
They also have four litter mates, so there are six cute pups in the litter.
Mom licks her pups. The pups cannot walk yet, so they feel their way to Mom’s belly to keep warm and find milk.
Will lets out a yip and Beth lets out a yap when the rest of the pups try to push up to Mom too. They all need milk from Mom.
They cannot see yet. Beth cannot open her eyes, and Will’s eyes are shut too.
Since they are so young, they are both deaf and blind, so Mom helps them. When they crawl to their mother, she feeds them milk. It will be two weeks until they can see.
Life in the North Woods is full of surprises, danger, work, and best of all: adventure! Young wolf pups, Will and Beth, discover the skills of hunting and protecting as well as the love of family and nature. Follow the wolf siblings through the North Woods as they grow from newborn pups to helpful members of the pack.